EPS Corp
Intelligent Energy Solutions for a Sustainable Future
About EPS Corp

- Energy & carbon reduction solutions for Fortune 1000 manufacturers
- Founded in 2001
  - HQ: Costa Mesa, CA
  - December 2007: $20 million in a Series A funding
  - April 2009: $30 million in a Series B funding
Our Customers: Leaders in Sustainability
Systematic Approach

Maximizing your return on energy!

**CONTROL**
Energy Use
- Measure & Control Energy Use
  - Controls optimization
  - Auto-DR programs
  - Permanent load shift programs

**REPLACE**
Inefficient Equipment
- Identify & prioritize inefficient equipment
  - Project design & implementation
  - Financing & leasing

**SHIFT**
 to Renewable Energy
- Assess and Move to Renewable Energy
  - Cogeneration
  - Biogas
  - Photovoltaic & thermal
EPS Energy Management System

Real-time “energy intelligence” & carbon management solution

• View and manage energy use… *at plants across the enterprise*
  – Electricity – Water
  – Gas – Waste water

• Manage & reduce both direct & indirect GHGs

*The right information… at the right time… in the right context…*
xChange Point Technology

- Web-based SaaS
- Tools for focus & quick response
  - Dashboards
  - Alerts
  - Event Management
  - Analytics
- Subscription includes team of energy experts
  - Identify & prioritize financially compelling opportunities
- Continuous monitoring
Efficiency: the Path to Sustainability

Sustainability is no longer an option... a “must” in today’s manufacturing

• Cost competitiveness
• Social & regulatory pressures

Energy efficiency is the best path:

• Largest near-term GHG & energy reduction opportunity
• Lowest cost
• Fastest path

The proven path to get there... & measure, track & report results!
Thank You!

Staffan Akerstrom
staffan.akerstrom@epsway.com
EPS Corp
714.957.1087
Both Energy & Carbon Reduction

SCOPE 1
ON-SITE COMBUSTION;
COMPANY-OWNED VEHICLES;
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

SCOPE 2
PURCHASED ELECTRICITY;
COMPANY’S OWN USE

SCOPE 3
PURCHASED MATERIALS;
NON-COMPANY SOURCES
(SUPPLY CHAIN)